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Abstract 
 

Traditional computer networks have often relied on manual, static configurations, which have 
become impractical as networks have grown in complexity. Software-defined networking (SDN) 
emerged as a solution, separating control and data planes, yet it still required network operators 
to understand low-level details. Today, intent-based networking (IBN) represents the next 
evolution in abstracting network complexity by enabling operators to specify "what" the network 
should achieve through intents rather than "how" such low-level configuration, protocol, and 
topology details should be managed. This paradigm shift has gained recent traction in practice, 
adopted by major vendors like Cisco and Juniper, and deployed in large-scale networks such as 
Google's Orion control plane. Despite IBN's operational benefits, little attention has been paid to 
the security, trust, and privacy threats and challenges that arise from this shift. 
 
In this talk, I highlight IBN's unique security threats and challenges compared to traditional 
networks and SDN, and I explore possible strategies to build better and more secure IBN systems. 
I introduce one strategy for efficiently uncovering exploitable vulnerabilities in IBN 
implementations with recent work on the Intender project (USENIX Security '23), the first 
semantically-aware fuzzing framework for IBN. Intender leverages network topology 
information and intent-operation dependencies to efficiently generate testing inputs. Intender 
also introduces a new fuzzing feedback mechanism, intent-state transition guidance, which traces 
the history of transitions in intent states. Intender uncovered 12 bugs in open-source IBN 
implementations, 11 of which were CVE-assigned security-critical vulnerabilities affecting 
network-wide control plane integrity and availability. 
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